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Abstract. Haul truck transportation is one of the most important transportation methods in large 

surface mining operations. It is a key factor that affects the mining productivity and cost effective, 

however, its accidents rate and dangers are far higher than other types of developing transportation in 

the surface mining accidents. For the environmental characteristics of surface mining roads and the 

weather factors, this paper eliminates the open-pit haul truck security risks during haul trucks 

transportation by the installation of the haul trucks CCD camera equipment. This paper proposes haul 

trucks transportation environment detection video display enhancement technologies based on the 

physical models of atmospheric degradation, recovery algorithm to improve the haul trucks drivers’ 

visual distance under the rain, snow, fog dust, etc. lower visibility severe weather conditions in 

surface mining operations. The results indicate that this technology can increase reliability and reduce 

uncertainty in surface mining operations. 

Introduction 

According to the statistics of Mine Safety and Health Administration, there are quite accidents 

involved with haul trucks in surface mining. Between the year of 1990 and 2014, there are almost 

1800 fatal accidents attributed to the general category of, among which a total of 163 fatalities or 20.4 

percent were haul truck-related. [1,2] Generally speaking, when huge equipment moving to the edges 

of the slope or dumping spots, there 198 accidents occurred each year, there of them are fatalities.[3,4] 

About 3000 workers died in all kinds of accidents in the mining fields, mining safety is in a serious 

condition in China. [5] Haul trucks involved accidents are the major type accident in the surface 

mining. According to AnTaiBao surface mining accidents statics, in the past decades, haul truck 

involved accidents is more than 75%,which causes serious damages and life lost. [6] HeiDaiGou 

surface mining located in Zhungeer Qi, Ordos City, the Inner Mongolia. In the past 17 years, there are 

transportations accidents occurred every year.  Proportion of the haul trucks accidents is more than 

70%.[7] 

Till now, most researches focus on the haul truck’s fleet management system. [8-10] There have 

been several studies analyzing truck-related fatalities. [11-13] Haul trucks assisted driving system has 

been designed and used to improve the drive safety. [14] Also, some researches provided the haul truck 

driver fatigue detection methods by using PERCLOS methods. Due to the wide blind spots block the 

driver’s view, especially under the fog, storm, blizzard and heavy dust conditions. [15] The visibility of 

transportation environment system becomes poor and resulted in the drivers visual judgments 

distance is limited and short. [16] As almost 90% of the road information is coming from driver’s eyes. 

The limitation of driver’s view increases the safety risks for the haul trucks, surrounding vehicles and 

pedestrians. [17] 

In this condition, the main objective of this research was to build upon previous studies and 

designed environment detection video display enhancement technologies based on the atmospheric 

physical degradation models for haul trucks transportation. The recovery algorithm was applied to 

improve the haul truck driver’s visual distance under lower visibility severe weather conditions such 
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as the rain, snow, fog, dust, etc. in surface mining operations. This technology can provide assisted 

driving information to the drivers daily, especially in the fog, dust or dim light conditions. It can 

reduce the safety risk of haul truck’s drivers due to the effects of blinds spots and severe environment 

conditions in the surface mining. 

The environment detection for haul trucks 

Atmospheric degradation physical models recovery algorithm 

The difficulty of the atmospheric model for the detection and recovery of the road transport 

environment is to acquire the depth of monitoring image. If the depth of image can be analyzed in 

advance, it will be easy for the recovery of atmospheric model. In most cases, the degraded images are 

practical applications of the scene. The reality of scene is real, in another word, it is measurable in the 

reality. While the scene itself is fixed. It can be restored by using the depth of the image restoration no 

matter how the weather changes, how the image is degraded. For the same scene, if the degradation 

images can be get under two different weather conditions, this method does not consider the scattering 

coefficients of two degraded images. The calculated depth is a proportion relation with the actual 

depth of the images. As the atmospheric degradation model is: 
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Where E  is the brightness of degraded images, I is the sky brightness of the degraded 

images,   is normalized radiation rate. The calculation of normalized radiation rate for the same 

scene is: 
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In Eq.2, the normalized radiation rate of all points of the same depth is not known. In this way, 

each point should be given an estimation of an initial value, then these values are on iteration until 

each point reaches balance in Eq.2. The iteration results are the normalized radiation rate of all points 

of this image depth. The same calculation is carried out on the other depth regions until the 

normalized radiation rates of all points are solved. And then the brightness of the sky is multiplied by 

normalized radiation rate. The final results are the restored images of the environment detection in the 

surface mining. The advantage of this method is that the scattering coefficient can be ignored and the 

brightness of the sky can be calculated automatically while the image depth is calculated. 

Parameter estimation of recovery algorithm 

1) The estimation of the brightness of the sky E  

Firstly, the image should be divided into the sky section (S ) and non-sky section (B ), 

and make the scene as  S B , then the brightness of sky E  is the average greyness 

of sky section, then:  
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2) The estimation of atmospheric scattering coefficient   

Atmospheric scattering coefficient  can be calculated by 3.912 / vR  , where vR  is the 
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visible distance under current condition. 

3) The estimation of distance from the view spot to receive device d  

A scene vanishing point is selected on the border region of far horizon and sky connection in 

open-pit mine road transportation environment detection image. A series of concentric circles are 

made by using this vanishing point as the center of a circle. The spots on the same circumference can 

be approximated to have the same scene depth, so that: 

 

min max min( )d d k d d   ,    0 1k  .                                                                                          (4) 

 

maxd  and mind  are the farthest and nearest distance respectively, k  is determined by the ratio of the 

corresponding point to the farthest point and the nearest point. [0,1]  is the distance from the 

vanishing point to the nearest spot. Because of the depth of the scenic spot is not linear with the degree 

of degradation of the weather, the value is closer to infinite, the depth will suddenly increase, and the 

weather degradation is more serious usually. So we construct a monotonically decreasing concave 

function on the interval section in [0,1] . As d  increases as the decrease of  , if /21 nk  

（0 1n  ）, then: 
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From the atmospheric scattering model, it can be seen that the brightness of the field is formed by 

the brightness of the object's surface reflected light and the brightness of the light produced from the 

atmosphere. In a sunny day, the reflection of the object surface is the main function, so the effect of the 

light from the atmosphere can be removed by removing the light from the atmosphere. By using 

image data estimation basic information, the scattering coefficient   increases as the density 

increases. The value of  can be evaluated according to degradation images. For maximum visibility 

is 50 m under fog condition, the value of   is about 78 1km . The value of   would be around 0.4 
1km if the maximum visibility is in 10km. Because of the different density of weather, the weather 

interference is different, so the image is restored by changing the value of   according to the weather 

impaction. The recovery of atmospheric degradation physical models and the improvements of the 

visibility of the road environment detection of truck drivers and distance is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

  
Fig. 1. The image recovery and enhancement under dust condition for haul trucks  

Summary 

In this paper, CCD cameras, which are installed in the haul trucks in surface mining, eliminate the 

safety hidden trouble of the truck's blind spots, and realize the visual distance of truck drivers in the 

rain, snow, fog, dust and so on. By using the real-time visual image enhancement technology, 

transportation road scene image are captured and to judge the sharpness of the image using multi 

sensor information fusion to enhance the image for the driver in a severe environment. It provides 

good vision and improves open-pit mine haul trucks transport safety. Assisted monitoring image is 
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the direct assisted driving technology, but it can also lead to a new risk as it attracted the driver’s 

attention. It is necessary to continue to study the development of a variety of monitoring technology 

for open pit haul truck safety monitoring and early warning technology. 
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